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-This Regulation was issued by virtue of the Board Chairman's decree No. (1) for the year 2012, on 

24/01/2012 

-This regulation was published in the official gazette, issuance No. (533) on 29/02/2012  
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Emirates Authority for Standardization and Metrology 

The UAE Technical Regulation of Mandatory Requirements 

For Weighing Instruments 

 

Chapter One 

General Provisions 

Article 1-1 Terms & Definitions 

The terms and definitions, stated in the Executive Regulation of the legal metrology in the State and 

which are issued according to the Board decree No. (5/1) on 18/6/2009, are integral part of this 

Regulation, unless the context indicates otherwise. 

Article 1-2 Scope 

 1-This Regulation shall be applied to the Non-Automatic Weighing Instruments (NAWI) whether 

they are put on the markets or prepared for use or under current use, including: 

-  Weighing instruments used in commercial transactions. 

- Weighing instruments used in medical centers. 

- Weighing instruments used in the environmental sector. 

And any other weighing instruments whose measurement results would affect the health, safety and 

rights of individuals and the safety of the environment. 

2- The weighing instruments, used for the following purposes, are excluded from this Regulation, 

provided that they are approved, and reasonably distinguished: 

A- The weighing instruments samples that are specified for display and advertising purposes, not for 

other purposes, and they may not be sold or distributed free of charge for commercial use. 

B- The weighing instruments of special uses, such as military, educational, research or specific 

industrial uses. 

Article 1-3 Responsibilities 

1- The Authority is the only responsible body for applying the Regulation. 

2- The local producer or the importer of the measurement instruments mentioned in this Regulation 

is responsible for ensuring the conformity of the weighing instruments to all the requirements stated 

in the Regulation when it is imported or put on the markets. 

3- The user of these instruments should not use them, unless they carry a valid verification mark that 

is issued by the Authority or one of its authorized bodies. 
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4- The measurement instrument loses the validity of the verification period in case it is maintained or 

fixed where it affects the measurement results. The user/ owner is responsible for providing his 

instrument to be resubmitted for verification...  

5- The verification procedures of the instruments stated in this Regulation are only executed by the 

bodies which are approved by the Authority.  
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Chapter Two 

Masses 

Article 2-1 Scope 

This Regulation shall be applied to the weights with nominal value ranging from 1 mg -5000 kg from 

the classes E1, E2, F1, F2, M1, M1-2, M2-3, M3 according to the Emirati Standard (UAE. S GSO 

OIML R111-1:2007). 

   

Article 2-2 Terms & Definitions 

The terms and definitions stated in the Emirati Standard (UAE. S GSO OIML R111-1:2007) are an 

integral part of this chapter of this Regulation. 

Article 2-3 Utilization 

The weights, mentioned in this Regulation, shall be used according to the following: 

1- The class E1 weights: they are intended to ensure the traceability between the national standard 

and weights of a lower class, and shall be accompanied by a calibration certificate issued by the 

body approved by the Authority. 

2- Class E2 weights: they are intended to be used for the verification of weights of class F1 or for 

use with weighing instruments of special accuracy class I, and shall be accompanied by a calibration 

certificate issued by the body approved by the Authority. They can be used as class E1 weights in 

case of its compliance with the surface roughness; magnetic susceptibility and magnification of class 

E1, provided that the calibration certificate gives the appropriate data related to class E1. 

3-Class F1 weights: they are used for verification of the weights of class F2 or with the weighing 

instruments of special accuracy class I and weighing instruments of high accuracy class II. 

4- Class F2 weights: they are used for verification of the class M1 weights, and possibly with the 

class M2. They are also used in important commercial transactions, such as valuable metals and 

precious stones, and with weighing instruments of accuracy class II.. 

5- Class M1 weights: they are used for verification of the class M2 weights, and with weighing 

instruments of medium accuracy class III. 

6- Class M2 weights: they are used for verification of the class M3 weights, in general business 

exchanges, and with weighing instruments of medium accuracy class III. 

7- Class M2 weights: they are used for verification of the weighing instruments of medium accuracy 

class III and the ordinary accuracy class IIII 

Article 2-4 Measurement Units 

The following measurement units are the only ones that are used with the weights: mg, g, kg.      

Article 2-5 the Nominal Weights Value: 
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The nominal value of weights shall be among the values mentioned in the table (2-1) 

Table (2-1) Maximum Permissible Errors in weights with the mg unit 
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while the largest is 5000 kg. A 50 mg weight would not be accepted as an R 111 class M2 weight 
and instead should meet class M1 maximum permissible errors and other requirements (e.g. 
shape or markings) for that class of weight. Otherwise the weight cannot be described as 
complying with R 111

The nominal weight values in Table 1 specify the smallest and largest weight permitted in any class 
of R 111 and the maximum permissible errors and denominations shall not be extrapolated to higher 
or lower values. For example, the smallest nominal value for a weight in class M2 is 100 mg 
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Article 2-6 Traceability of the Weight Values: 

1- The set of weights may consist of different chains of the nominal weight values, and in 

case of using a specific chain of weights; it shall be amongst the following chains: 

(1,1,2,5) 10n kg 

(1, 1, 1, 2, 5) 10n kg 

(1, 2, 2,5) 10n kg 

(1, 1, 2, 2, 5) 10n kg 

As (n) is integral number, either positive, negative or Zero. 

2-The set of weights may include more than one piece that has the same nominal weight 

value. 

Article 2-7 The Metrological Requirements: 

1- The maximum permissible error within verification (δm) 

The maximum permissible error within the initial and subsequent verification or within the 

utilization is declared according to table (2-1) 

2- The defined uncertainty amount (U) specified in the verification process shall not exceed: 

(U ≤ ⅓ δm) 

3-The difference between the conventional mass (mc) and the nominal value (m0) shall not 

exceed the amount of subtraction of the expanded measurement uncertainty amount (U)         

from maximum permissible error (δm)  

m0 – ( δm – U) ≤ mc ≤ m0 + (δm – U) 

4- In the weights of class E1 &E2, which are always accompanied by calibiration certificates, 

the user shall pay attention to the deviation from the nominal value (mc – m0). 

 

Article 2-8 Shape 

1- General Requirements: 

A- The shape of the weights shall be simple in order to facilitate manufacturing process, free 

of edges and sharp angles in order to avoid its quick corrosion, and free of pores and cavities 

to avoid the accumulation of deposits, dust and dirt on it.    

B- The shapes of the weights of the same class shall be unique except the weights less than 

1 g 

2- The weights less than 1g: 

A- They shall be made of flat sheets with polygonal shape, or wires according to table (2-2) in 

order to facilitate the handling operation. 
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B- The set of weights may consist of a chain of shapes that differ from one another, but such 

differences shouldn’t cause the chains to be interlocked with each other. 

 

 

Table (2-2) Weights Shapes from 1g and less 

 

3- The weights of 1 g: 

A- They may be wires or flat and polygonal sheets. If the weights are not hallmarked with the 

nominal value, their nominal value must conform with the values mentioned in the table (2-2) 

B- They may take the shapes of the less or more weights thereof. 

4- The weights of 1 g and less than 50 kg: 

A- The dimensions of these weights shall be according to figures (1), (2) and (3) 

B- The shapes of the weights may be somewhat cylindrical or conical (See the example in 

Attachment A). In addition, the height of the weight shall range from 3/4 to 1 of the average of 

its diameter. 

C- The weights may be provided with a lifting ring, whose height shall range from 1/2 to 1 of 

the average of the weight diameter. 

D- In addition to the shapes mentioned above, the weights may take shapes that suit their 

handling manner, and may be provided with fixed hands as a part of the weight, such as a 

hook or another. 

E-  The shape of the class M weights in the 5 kg to 50 kg category may be cuboids with 

rounded edges and a fixed strong hand, as declared for instance in figures (2) & (3). 

5- Weights more than 50 kg: 

A- They may take a cylindrical or rectangle shape, or another shape that suits their handling 

and safe utilization. 

Article 2-9 Structure 

1- Class E weights: 

A- The weights of class E1 & E2, in the 1 mg to 50 kg category, shall be made of one piece 

without any cavities that could be susceptible to air. 

B- The class E2 weights whose nominal value is more than 50kg may have adjusting cavity, 

whose volume does not exceed 1/1000 of the total volume of the weight. The cavity shall be 

insulated and impermeable to air and water by closing it by threaded plug with scrawl path or 
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by a knob (holder). The knob and sealing piece of the cavity shall be made of the same 

material of the weight and meet the surface roughness requirements of the class E2. 

C- After the initial adjustment of the weight, half of the adjusting cavity shall be 

empty. 

2- Class F weights: 

A- These weights may consist of one piece or more, made of the same material. 

B- Weights from 1g to 50kg 

These weights may have adjusting cavity whose volume shall not exceed 1/4 of the 

total volume of the weight and sealed with a hand or another suitable means. After 

the initial adjustment of the weight, half of the adjusting cavity shall be empty. 

C- Weights more than 50kg: 

-These weights may take the shape of a box made of assembled pieces. This box 

shall be sealed, welded and impermeable to air and water. The internal materials 

may differ from the material of the box, and they shall be in compliance with the 

magnetic requirements of the class F. The box shall be strong enough to prevent 

occurrence of deformities due to change in pressure, handling, shocks and others. 

The ratio between mass and size shall be in compliance with the density 

requirements mentioned in table (2-5). 

- The class F weights in the-more-than-50- kg category may have adjusting cavity, 

whose volume doesn't exceed 1/20 of the total volume of the weight. This cavity shall 

be well-sealed and impermeable to air and water. 

- After the initial adjustment of the weight, the vacuum area of the adjusting cavity 

shall be half of the total volume of the weight. 

3- Class M weights: 

A- Weights within the (1g -50 kg) category: 

- Weights from 1g to 10g: shall be solid and without adjusting cavity. 

-Weights from 20g to 50g: the adjusting cavity is optional. 

-Weights from 50g to 100g: shall have adjusting cavity 

-Weights from 20g to 200g: those made of stainless steel, their adjusting cavity is 

optional.. 

- The adjusting cavity shall be designed in a specific way to prevent accumulation of 

deposits and dirt on it, allow additional adjustments, and its size shall not exceed 1/4 

of the total size of the weight. 

 - After the initial adjustment of the weight, the vacuum area of the adjusting cavity 

shall be half of the total volume of the weight. 
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- The cylindrical weights within the (100g -50kg) category shall have adjusting cavity 

parallel to the vertical axis at the upper side of the weight. The disc or threaded plug 

shall be made of brass or another suitable metal, and sealed with a piece of lead or 

another material by pushing it inside the cylindrical path. 

-The cuboids weights within the (5kg- 50kg) category: the adjusting cavity shall be 

either inside the cylindrical hand or at the upper surface of the hand, if it is solid. See 

figures (2) & (3). The disc or threaded plug shall be made of yellow brass or another 

suitable metal, and sealed with a piece of lead or another material by pushing it 

inside the internal cylindrical path.    

B- Weights more than 50kg: 

- Shall not have cavities that may cause accumulation of dirt or impurities. 

- The weight shall have one adjusting cavity at least, provided that the total volume of 

cavities does not exceed 0.1 of the total volume of the weight. The adjusting cavity 

shall be sealed and impermeable to air and water by sealing it with threaded plug or 

knob. 

- After the initial adjustment of the weight, about 1/3 of the volume of the adjusting 

cavity shall be empty. 

C- Adjusting Cavity: 

- The adjusting cavity shall be at the top and have a verification mark approved by 

the Authority.  

Article 2-10: The Materials: 

1- General Requirements: 

A- The weights shall be corrosion-resistant. 

B- The weights shall be made of material in which the change in weight for the 

maximum permissible error is negligible during the normal utilization conditions and 

purposes. 

2- Class E1& E2 weights: 

For the weights of 1g and more, the hardness and corrosion-resistance of the 

materials shall be equal to or better than that of the austenitic stainless steel.  

3- Class F weights: 

A- The weights from 1 g to 50 kg: 

 Treatment may be done to the surface of the F weights in the 1 g and more category 

in order to improve their hardness or corrosion-resistance, so they become equal to 

or better than that of the dragged yellow brass.  

B- Weights more than 50 kg: 
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The hardness and brittleness-resistance of the metal or its surface shall be equal to 

or better than that of the austenitic stainless steel. 

4- Class M weights: 

A- Weights of 50 kg or less: 

- Weights less than 1 g shall be made of materials that have suitable resistance to 

corrosion and oxidation. 

- The surface of weights of 1 g or more may be treated with suitable paint in order to 

improve its resistance to corrosion and oxidation.       

 - The cylindrical M1 weights less than 5 kg, and that of classes M2 & M3 less than 

100kg, shall be made of yellow brass or another material whose hardness and 

corrosion-resistance are better than that of yellow brass. 

- The other weights shall be made of gray cast iron or another material whose 

resistance to brittleness and corrosion is equal to or better than that of gray cast iron.  

B- Weights more than 50 kg: 

- They shall be made of resistant and hard materials to be able to withstand any 

potential shocks during normal utilization. 

- The hand of cuboids weights may be in the form of non-welded tube or a part of the 

weight itself. 

Article 2-11 Magnetization: 

1- Limits of polarization 

The value of magnetic polarization (μoM) shall not exceed the values shown in table 
(2-3) as: 

(μo) Is the vacuum permeability and is equal to N/A2 (4π×11−7) 

M: refers to magnetization, and the M-field is measured in amperes per meter (A/m). 
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Table (2-3) Maximum Magnetic Polarization 

Maximum polarization 0M، (T) 

 

 

2- Limits of magnetic susceptibility: 

A- The limits of magnetic susceptibility shall not exceed the value shown in table (2-

4). 

B- If the local measurement values of magnetization and magnetic susceptibility are 

less than the values shown in table (2-4) and (2-5), the uncertainty amount due to 

these resources may be neglected.  

C- The maximum limits of magnetization and magnetic susceptibility mentioned in 

table (2-3) & (2-4) show the possibility of having a change in the surface of the 

balance by a value less than 0.1 of the maximum permissible error. 

Table (2-4) Maximum Limits of Magnetic Susceptibility 
Maximum susceptibility X 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Article 2-12 Density: 

1- General Requirements:  

The density of weights' materials is defined in table (2-5). In case of a 10% deviation 

in the standard air density (1.2 kg/m3), it shall not cause an error that exceeds 1/4 of 

the maximum permissible error value of the weight. 
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Table (2-5) Minimum and maximum limits for density (min، max) (103 kg/m3) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note (1) The rule of weights density: 

Since (δm/m0) is the maximum permissible error, the density of the weight shall meet 

the following requirements: 

In case: m/mo< 6×10-5 

 

 

In case: m/mo ≥ 6×10-5 

 

Note (2) Regardless of the requirements related to the weight density, it is preferred 

that the density value of the reference weights and weights of high nominal values be 

equal to 8000 kg/m3. For instance, the weight made of cast iron can include cavity in 

its design, that cavity can carry a lead metal by about 30% of its total weight. 

Article 2-13 Correction of the Deviation Caused by Air Density: 

If the air density (Pa) deviated from the value (P0=1.2 kg/m3) by an amount more 

than 10%., and if the weight density (Pt) deviated from the reference weight density 
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(Pr), the conventional weight value could be corrected by determining the amount C 

according to the equation: 

(1-11) ......................................      

Whereas:  

Whereas: 

Δmc: is the deviation rate of test weight from the reference weight. 

Pr: is the reference mass density. 

mcr, mct  Are the conventional values of reference weight and test weight 

1- The weights used for calibration and verification of weighing instruments:  

The height above sea level and the consequent change in air may result in 

measurement error when using the conventional masses, so the Buoyancy correction 

shall be done according to the equation (1-11), which requires acknowledgement of 

the weight density. 

When using the class E weights in an altitude more than 330 m, the weight density 

and uncertainty of density value shall be given, and the same goes for the class F 

weights when used in an altitude more than 800 m. In addition to that, the factory 

shall pay attention to the effect of the least buoyancy at the highest altitude while 

classifying the weight in order to determine its conventional value. 

Article 2-14 Requirements of Surface Condition 

1- Under ordinary work circumstances, the surface condition effect should be 

negligible with regards to the maximum permissible error. 

2- The weight surfaces including base and angles shall be smooth, and the edges 

shall be sharp. 

3- The surfaces of the class E and F weights shall be free of pores and have shiny 

appearance during visual investigation. The visual investigation is enough except in 

the case of uncertainty. In this case, the values shown in table (2-6) for the weights of 

50 kg and less are approved. For the weights more than 50 kg, the surface 

roughness value is double the value shown in the table (2-6). 
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Table (2-6) Maximum values of surface roughness 

 

 

4- The surfaces of the cylindrical weights of the classes M1, M2 and M3 and which 

fall within the (1 g- 50 kg) category shall be smooth and free of pores during its visual 

investigation, but for that of weights of the classes M1, M2 and M3 and which fall 

within the (50 kg- 100 kg) category, and for all the weights of the M class which are 

more than 50 kg, they shall be similar to the weights made of gray cast iron which 

was poured carefully in smooth sand blocks. This degree of smoothness can be 

obtained through a suitable sealing operation.  

Article 2-15 Adjustment: 

1- The weights shall be adjusted in a way that fulfills the requirements of their 

conventional values, and be within the maximum permissible error and the 

measurement uncertainty amount. 

2- Class E weights: 

- These weights whose nominal values are less than 50 kg can be adjusted by 

abrasion or another suitable way, while paying attention to the requirements that 

ensure the surface condition quality at the end of operation. 

- For the weights more than 50 kg with adjusting cavity, they can be adjusted by 

adding or removing a piece made of the same material of the weight. 

3- Class F weights: 

The class F weights without adjusting cavity shall be adjusted by abrasion or any 

other suitable way, while paying attention to the requirements that ensure the surface 

condition quality at the end of operation. 

- The weights with adjusting cavity shall be adjusted by adding a piece of the same 

weight metal or of austenitic stainless steel, yellow brass, tin, molybdenum or 

tungsten. 

4- Class M weights:  

- As for the thin sheets and wires from 1 mg to 1 g, they shall be adjusted by 

cutting, rubbing or abrasion. 

- As for the cylindrical weights that do not contain an adjusting cavity, they shall 

be adjusted by abrasion. 
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- As for the weights containing an adjusting cavity, it shall be done by adding or 

removing high density metal pieces, such as lead pellets, and in case of 

removing pieces, the weight can be adjusted by abrasion.  

5- The applied reference conditions in the process of adjusting the weights are; 

- The reference weight density= 8000 kg/ m³ 

 - The reference air density= 1.2 kg/ m³ 

- The stable temperature= 20°C, without a buoyancy correction. 

Article 2-16 Marking: 

1- General Requirements: 

a- With the exception of the weights of class E, and the 1 g weights set forth in 

item (6.2.2), the weights 1 g and its doubles shall be clearly marked to 

indicate its nominal value, provided that the marking or the way by which the 

marking is conducted doesn’t affect the quality of the surface condition or the 

stability of the weight. 

b- The following units of measurement shall be used; 

kg: for weights of 1 kg and more. 

g: for weights starting from 1 g up to 500 g  

c- If there is more than one weight of the same class within the one set of 

weights, each weight shall be distinguished by a star or a point in the middle 

of its surface, with the exception of the weights that are made of wires which 

shall be distinguished by the number of hooks. 

2-  Weights of class E: 

The class of these weights shall be recorded on the cover of the weight, and not 

on the weight itself, unless there is a need to distinguish it from another weight of 

the class E provided that the surface quality and weight stability shall not be 

affected by the marking process. Besides, the number of symbols used in 

marking shall not exceed the values shown in the table (2-7). 

The weights of class E2 can carry a non-central point on the surface to 

distinguish them from the class E1. 

3- Weights of the class F: 
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a- Weights of class 1 g or more shall carry- by carving or burnishing- a mark 

showing its nominal value as in the item (13.2) without mentioning the 

measurement unit or its symbol. 

b- Weights of class F1 shall not carry any sign indicating its classification. 

c- Weights of class F2 within the 1 g or more category shall carry the symbol F 

in addition to its nominal value. 

4- Weights of the class M1, M2, M3: 

a- Cuboid-shaped weights within the 5 kg to 5,000 kg category shall indicate 

its nominal value, followed by the sign (kg), either in a carved or in relief 

form on the weight's body; as shown in figures (2) and (3). 

b- The cylindrical weights from 1 g to 5000 kg, shall carry the nominal value of 

the weight, followed by (g) or (kg), either in a carved or in relief form on the 

knob, as shown in figure (1), and as for the cylindrical weights from 500 g to 

5000 kg, marking can be reinstalled on the weight's surface. 

c- The weights of class M1 shall carry the symbol (M1) or (M) in a carved or in 

relief form, in addition to the nominal value in the place shown in figures (2) 

and (3).The cuboid-shaped weights of class M1 can carry the factory 

markings in a carved or in-relief shape in the middle of the weight, as shown 

in figures (2) and (3).  

d-  The cuboid-shaped weights of class M2 shall carry the nominal value, and 

can also carry the symbol (M2) in a carved or in relief form, as shown in 

figures (2) and (3). 

e- The cuboid-shaped weights of class M3 shall carry the symbol (M3) or (X) 

in a carved or in relief form,, in addition to the nominal value in the place 

shown in figures (2) and (3). 

f- The weights of class M2, and M3, with exception of the wired weights, can 

carry the manufacturer's mark in a carved or in relief form,, in one of the 

following places; 

o In the middle part for the cuboid-shaped weights. 

o In the upper surface of the knob for the cylindrical weights. 

o In the upper surface of the cylindrical weights for class M3, that have a 

hand 

As shown in figures (1), (2), and (3). 

g- The weights of class M3 within the 50 kg and more category shall carry the 

nominal value of the weight, as well as the measurement unit. 

5- The weights of the class M1-2, and M2-3: 
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The weights of the class M1-2 shall carry the mark M1-2, the weights of the class 

M2-3 shall also carry the mark M2-3 in a carved or in relief form,, in addition to 

the nominal value of the weight, followed by the symbol (kg). Besides, these 

weights can carry the manufacturer’s mark in a carved or  in relief form,, on the 

upper surface and at the same size; shown in figures (1), (2), and (3) for other 

weights of class M. 

6- The user markings: 

One of the good practices for the user is to give signs to each weight to facilitate 

its linking to calibration or verification certificate. The accepted maximum values 

of the user markings are shown in table (2-7). The user markings, either 

numerals or letters, shall not cause any confusion with the nominal values or the 

weight's class. 

Table (2-7) Maximum number of user markings 

Class Nominal value Height of lettering 
(mm) 

Maximum number of 
signs, numerals, or 
letters 

E، F، M1، M2 < 1 g 1 2 

E1 1 g 2 3 

E2 1 g 3 5 

F1 to M2 1 g to 100 g 3 5 

F1 to M2 200 g to 10 kg 5 5 

F1 to M2 20 kg 7 5 

 

Article 2-17 Presentation;  

1- General Requirements: 
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With exception of the weights of classes M1-2, M2, M2-3, and M3, weights shall 

be represented according to the following requirements;  

a- The class of the weight shall be determined on the cover of the weights set, 

this applies to E1, E2, F1, F2, and M1.  

b- The weights that belong to the same set shall be of the same degree of 

classification. 

2- Weights of class E and F: 

a- The individual weights shall be protected from corrosion and damage as a 

result of being shaken, and must be kept in boxes made of wood, plastic or 

any other suitable material with a suitable cavity. 

b- The design of the lifting and handling devices in the weights of class E and 

F shall not cause any scratches, while using the weight. 

3- Weights of class M1: 

a- The cylindrical weights of the class M1 of 500 g and lesser, either the 

individual or those combined in sets, shall be contained in boxes with 

individual cavities for each individual weight. 

b- The thin sheets and wired weights shall be contained in boxes with gaps for 

each individual weight, as the symbol M1 shall be carved in the box's cover. 

Article 2-18 Metrological Control: 

1- Weights shall be subject to meteorological control, as stated in table (2-8) 

Table (2-8): Metrological tests to be conducted on the weights, for the 

purposes of type approval, initial verification and subsequent verification 

 

Test  Surface 
Roughness 

Magnetic 
Susceptibility 
X 

Permanent 
Magnetization 
M 

Conventional 
Mass mo 

E F M E F M E F M E F M E F M 

Type 
approval 

               

Initial 



  V V V          
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verification 

Subsequent 
verification 

   V V V    X X X    

v Only virtual inspection                    mandatory inspection 

x   in case of doubt                           +   ONLY FOR CLASS E1 

2- Type Approval and Conformity Assessment: 

The manufactures or importers of weights shall provide a certificate of type 

approval and a conformity certificate, certifying that all weights comply with 

the requirements set forth in this Regulation according to what is shown in 

table (8-2), issued by an internationally-accredited body or approved by the 

Authority. The type approval certificates, issued by the International 

Organization of Legal Metrology (OIML) or the European Notified Bodies 

according to the EU Directives, shall be deemed as accepted by the 

Authority.  

3- Calibration and Verification: 

Calibration and verification shall be conducted for weights by an 

internationally-accredited body or approved by the Authority, provided that 

they ensure the metrological traceability.  

4- Calibration and Verification Certificates: 

a- Calibration and verification certificates shall at minimum show the 

following values; 

1. The conventional mass for each weight. 

2. The expanded uncertainty. 

3. The coverage factor. 

4. In addition to stating whether the weight has been adjusted before 

the calibration/verification process or not, and the amount of such 

adjustment.  

b- The weights of class E shall have a calibration certificate. For weights of 

the class E1; the calibration certificate shall state at minimum the 

following values: 

1. The conventional value. 

2. The uncertainty value. 
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3. The coverage factor. 

4. The weight's density or size, stating whether this value has been 

estimated or measured. 

As for the weights of class E2, the calibration certificate shall show the 

following values at a minimum: 

1. The conventional value. 

2. The uncertainty value. 

3. The coverage factor. 

5. Calibration and initial and subsequent verification; 

Calibration and verification shall be repeated once every two years at 

least as been stated in table (8-2), further; the weights in which the 

deviation exceeds the accepted values, shall be re-adjusted. 

Article 2-19 Metrological Markings: 

1- It is not necessary to fix the metrological marks on the weights which 

require a calibration only. 

2- For weights of class E: the mark shall be fixed on the box. 

3- For weights of class F1: the mark shall be fixed on the box. 

4- For weights of class F2: In case of the cylindrical weights that have an 

adjusting cavity, the mark shall be fixed on the adjusting cavity's seal, 

while in case of the weights that don’t contain such a cavity, the mark 

shall be installed on the bottom or on the box. 

5- For weights of class M: In case of the weights that have an adjusting 

cavity, the mark shall be fixed on the adjusting cavity's seal, while in 

case of the weights that don’t contain a ventilation cavity, the mark shall 

be installed on the bottom. As for the weights of class M1which are 

made of sheet or wire, the mark shall be installed on the bottom. 

 

Article 2-20 Calibration and Verification Procedures: 

1- The Authority shall prepare the examination and verification 

procedures in accordance with Attachment (B) in the 

recommendations of the International Organization of Legal 

Metrology. No. OIML R111:2004, or the accepted international 

practices in this area. 
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2- The calibration for weights shall be conducted based on Attachment 

(C) in the recommendation of the International Organization of Legal 

Metrology No. OIML R111:2004. 

References: 

- The UAE standard specification: UAE.S GSO OIML R111-1:2007. 
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Figure (1) 

Examples of some forms of cylindrical weights and their dimensions 
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Figure (2) 

Examples of some forms of rectangular weights- first type 
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Figure (3) 

Examples of some forms of rectangular weights- second type 
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Chapter Three 

Non Automatic Weighing Instruments 

 

Article 3-1 Scope: 

 

This Regulation shall be applied to the following weighing instruments: 

 1- The weighing instruments categorized according to the recommendation of 

International Organization of Legal Metrology OIML no. R76 and for all loads: 

- Class I: Weighing instruments of special accuracy 

- Class II: Weighing instruments of high accuracy 

- Class III: Weighing instruments of medium accuracy 

- Class IIII: weighing instruments of ordinary accuracy 

2- General and personal uses of weighing instruments such as kitchen and bathroom 

weighing instruments and others which are not made for commercial or medical or 

vocational purposes. 

Article 2-3 Definitions: 

The terms and definitions mentioned in the UAE Standard: UAE.S/GSO OIML R76-

1:2009 are integral part of this chapter of the Regulation. 

 

Article 3-3: Measure Units: 

 

1- Only the following measuring units shall be used: 
- Kilogram (kg) 
- Gram (g) 
- Milligram (mg) 
- Ton (t) 
2- For measuring precious stones, Carat unit can be used which equals 0.8 g 

and is referred to by (ct).  
 
 
Article 3-4 Classes of weighing instruments used in specific 

applications: 

The weighing instruments used in the fields indicated in table [1-3] shall 

belong to the classes indicated next to each instrument as a minimum [For example: 

class II is lower than class I but higher than class III]. The maximum graduation for 

the weighing instrument reading [d] and the value of the verification scale interval [e] 
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at the initial verification should be as indicated in the table [i.e. if the maximum 

graduation is 1 g then the graduation 0.1 g is allowed but the graduation 2 g is not 

allowed]. 

 

Table [1-3]: The minimum class for weighing instruments allowed to be used in 

specific applications as well as the maximum graduation for the weighing instrument 

reading and the verification value 

Intended 

Application 

Class allowed to 

be used 

Capacity [**] [*] the maximum 

graduation for the 

weighing 

instrument 

reading [d] 

The maximum 

verification value 

[e] 

Diamonds and its 

equivalents 

[I] Maximum 

Capacity 

0.001 e=10 d 

weighing 

instruments for 

valuable metals 

and precious 

stones [ except 

diamond] 

perfumes, and 

similar valuable 

materials  

II Maximum 

Capacity 

0.01 g e=10 d 

Spices, saffron & 

similar substances 

 

Consumables and 

similar materials 

 Up to 1 kg 1g e= d 

III From 1 kg to 15 

kg 

5 g 

From 15 kg to 30 

kg 

10 g 

From 30 kg to 100 

kg 

20 g 

From 100 kg to 20 

ton 

According to the  

UAS S.GSO OIML 

R76 

Low-price 

materials 

IIII according to the UAS S.GSO OIML R76 

 

 [*] In case of using a weighing instrument with an accuracy higher than that required 

in table [1-3], it will be used for verification purposes according to the class 

determined in the mentioned table according to the area of use such as [when using 

a scale with an accuracy of 0.001 g in gold and gems shops [except diamond] and in 

perfumes shops, the verification value shall be calculated e=0.1 g and not 0.01. In 

case of using the same scale in selling diamonds, e=0.01 
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[**] The suitable capacity limit is determined according to the predominant use of the 

scale. 

Article: 3-4 Requirements for type approval and conformity for the weighing 

instrument 

1- Weighing instruments and their supplements should meet all the requirements 

mentioned in Emirates Standardization (UAE.S/GSO OIML R76-1:2009) or the 

requirements of European Directive No. 2009/23/EC and its amendments on non-

automatic weighing instruments. The manufacturer or importer of the non-automatic 

weighing instrument should submit a type approval certificate issued by an 

internationally-accredited body or a body approved by Emirates Authority for 

Standardization and Metrology. Type approval certificates issued by the International 

Organization of Legal Metrology or by the Notified European Bodies (according to EU 

Directives), are accepted by the Authority. 

2- If the local manufacturer or importer is unable to submit type approval certificate 

and/or certificate of conformity according to the previous term and for the weighing 

instruments of class (III) and (IIII), the Authority has the right to take samples 

according to the table (2-1),in order to conduct the necessary inspections listed in 

Emirates Standardization (UAE.S/GSO OIML R76-1:2009OIML R76). The expenses 

of such inspections shall be paid by the concerned party, and they should include the 

following examinations at a minimum: 

- Clause 3.5 : Maximum Permissible Errors. 
- Clause 3.6 : Permissible differences between results. 
- Clause 3.8 : Discrimination 
- Clause 3.9.1 : Tilting 
- Clause 3.9.2 : Temperature 
- Clause 3.9.3 : Main power supply 
- Clause 3.9.4 : Time 
- Clause 4.6 : Tare device 
- Clause 6.1 : Minimum sensitivity       

3- Weighing instruments used for personal and domestic purposes, such as kitchen 

scales and personal weighing scales, should meet the requirements of class (IIII), as 

regards the maximum permissible error value. Such instruments must carry clear 

labels indicating that they are not for commercial or medical use, and they should be 

patent and irremovable. If the local manufacturer or importer is unable to submit 

certificate of conformity issued by an internationally-certified body or a body 

approved by the Authority, the latter has the right to take samples according to table 

(1-1), to ensure its compliance with the maximum permissible error value stated in 

Emirates Standardization (UAE.S/GSO OIML R76-1:2009OIML R76), and the 

expenses will be paid by the concerned party. 

4- Weighing instruments used after this Regulation is put into effect should contain 

two screens, where one of which is apparent to the consumer. As for those used 

before this Regulation is put into effect, one screen can be accepted, provided that 

it’s apparent to the consumer. 
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5- All weighing instruments used in commercial transactions should be supplied with 

a mechanism protecting them from any manipulation in the measurement results 

area. There shouldn’t also be any possibility of amending this weighing instrument 

without removing the protection tool. 

 

Article 3-5 Initial Verification Requirements: 

To ensure compliance with initial verification requirements, the following 

examinations should be conducted on the weighing instruments and their 

supplements, at a minimum, according to Emirates Standardization (UAE.S/GSO 

OIML R76-1:2009OIML R76): 

- Visual inspection 
- Clause 3.5 : Maximum Permissible Errors 
- Clause 3.6 : Permissible differences between results 
- Clause 3.8 : Discrimination 
- Clause 3.9.1 : Tilting 
- Clause 3.9.4 : Time 
- Clause 4.6 : Tare device 
- Clause 6.1 : Minimum sensitivity 

 

1- No weighing instrument shall be installed or used unless its conformity with 

the initial verification requisites is approved by a body acknowledged by the 

Authority. 

Article   6-3   Periodic Verification Requirements: 

6-To ensure compliance with periodic verification requirements, the following 

examinations should be carried out on the weighing instruments and their 

supplements, as a minimum, according to Emirates Standardizations (UAE.S/GSO 

OIML R76-1:2009OIML R76), that are:  

- Visual inspection 
- Clause 3.5 : Maximum Permissible Errors at 5 different loads including the minimum 
and the maximum capacity 
- Clause 3.6 : Permissible differences between results 

7- Examinations mentioned in this article are conducted every year on the weighing 

instruments of classes (I) and (II), and every two years on the classes (III) and (IIII). 

Article 3-7 Verification after Maintenance Requirements:            

If the weighing instrument has undergone maintenance that may affect the 

measurement result, the examinations provided in the periodic verification requisites 

should be done. 
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Article 3-8   Random Verification Requirements: 

In the case of conducting random verification on the weighing instrument, the 

examinations provided in the periodic verification requisites should be done. 

Article 3-9    Installment and Use Requirements: 

1- Weighing instruments should be used within the permissible capacity. 

2- It is not allowed to use any weighing instrument for commercial purposes, 

unless it is verified and carries the metrological mark approved by the 

Authority. 

3- Weighing instruments should be installed and used according to the 

manufacturer’s requirements. 

4- The weighing instrument should be installed in a place where nothing could 

by any means affect the measurement result. 

5- It is not allowed to allocate a certain scale for selling purposes and another 

one for purchasing, unless there are technical reasons requiring that, and it 

should be according to the Authority standards. 

 

Article 3-10    Double-pan Balance Scale, Spring Scale, Bathroom Scale: 

   

1- Double-pan balance scale can be used only for commercial purposes, if it 

meets the following conditions:  

a. The used weights should meet at least weights requirements, class 

M3. 

b. Not to use any equivalent weights. 

c. Scale should be set on a flat level, and the two arms should be  

moving freely and perfectly set when there are no weights placed on 

the pans. 

d. If it is a must to weigh goods within a container, there should be a 

similar container on the other pan, so that weighing arms will be 

perfectly set before the weighing process. 

e. A scale should pass through all possible examination applied to the 

other scales such as, (tilting examination, sensitivity and 

decentralization examination). 

2- Bathroom and spring scales are not allowed to be used for commercial and 

medical purposes. 
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Article 3-11 Metrological Marks 

Suitable metrological marks should be fixed on the scale in an appropriate and 

obvious way. Labels prepared for this purpose should be used and it is not allowed to 

change or remove them unless there’s a necessity of which the Authority should be 

informed to take the appropriate procedure. 

 

Article 3-12   Regulation of scales movement within the country: 

- Scales of class (I) and (II):  

These scales should be verified/ calibrated at the site where they’ll be used, 

and the certificate of verification becomes invalid if the scale is transferred to 

another place. 

- Scales of class (III): 

Verification/ calibration of these scales should be done within the same 

emirate, and the certificate of verification becomes invalid if the scale is 

transferred from one emirate to another. 

- Scales of class (IIII): 

These scales can be verified/ calibrated in any of the emirates, and the 

certificate of verification remains valid if the scale is transferred from one 

emirate to another. 

 

 

References: 

Emirates Standardization: UAE.S/GSO OIML R76-1:2009  
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Chapter Four 

Violations and Penalties 

Article 4-1 If it is proved that the measurement instrument doesn't comply with the 

conditions stated in the Regulation, and that this defect in the instrument is systemic,  

the Authority has the right to take all necessary measures including, taking it back 

from markets, restricting its usage to a specific field or demanding correction of its 

conditions, even if a certificate of conformity has been issued for that instrument. 

Article 4-2 In case of the measurement instrument needs frequent maintenance for 

the measuring part, within the verification period, the Authority may have the right to 

refuse granting the periodic verification mark to the tool, ban its use and/or 

sequestrate it. 

Article 4-3 If it is proved that a body has fixed Metrologic marks or issued verification 

or conformity certificates illegally or without making verification for the compliance of 

the tool with the mandatory requirements, the Authority has right to take all the 

suitable measures to prevent the recurrence of that violation by annulling the 

certificate or suing the violator. 

Article 4-4 If any of the Regulation provisions is violated, all procedures and 

penalties, set forth in the Federal Law of the Emirates Authority for Standardization 

and Metrology No 28 in 2001 in addition to its amendments, and the rules and 

regulations issued by virtue of that law, shall be applied to the person who committed 

the violation or who is responsible for it, according to the nature of violation. The 

general manager is entitled to take all the suitable procedures and measures to 

prevent the future occurrence of such violation, and the persons who have the 

measures taken against them are not to turn to the Authority for any impairment or 

harm, and the Authority shall not bear any financial or non-financial obligations due to 

these procedures or measures except in case of proving negligence on the part of  

the Authority or its employees. 

Chapter Five 

Concluded and temporary provisions 

Article 5-1 This Regulation doesn't prevent the inspectors assigned by the Authority 

or other official bodies from doing other investigations to ensure the compliance of 

tools, mentioned in this Regulation, with the mandatory requirements set forth in 

other legislations. 

Article 5-2 All the institutes, concerned with this Regulation shall provide all help and 

information, required by the Authority inspectors, and which are related to the 

execution of the provisions of this Regulation in an easy way and without delay. 

Article 5-3 The Authority shall issue all the necessary procedures for executing the 

terms of the Regulation. 

Article 5-4 If any issue arises that can't be solved by the provisions of this Regulation, 

or any disagreement takes place about its interpretation or application, the matter 
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shall be referred to the general manager in order to take the suitable decision 

regarding that issue or disagreement, according to the international practices and 

what achieves the general welfare. 

Article 5-5 Any decision taken by the board of the Authority shall be applied unless it 

conflicts with the provisions of this Regulation. 

Article 5-6 This decision shall be published with the Technical Regulation in the 

official newspaper and the regulation shall be effective within a month of the 

publishing date, and shall be applied to all new products except those mentioned in 

second phrase of article (2-18) and in article (3-4) of the Technical Regulation that 

are related to type approval and conformity certificates, as both of them shall be 

applied within six months of the publishing of the Regulation in the official 

newspaper. 

Article 5-7 Weighing instruments that don’t fully comply with the requirements of this 

Regulation or that have been used before the issuance of the Regulation shall be 

continued to be used provided that they meet the periodic verification requirements 

as a minimum limit, and for a period not exceeding four years after the publishing of 

the Regulation in the official newspaper.  
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Attachment [1] 

1- This attachment shows the tables of samples as follows: 

a) Table [1-1m] for taking a small number of samples which have been prepared 

according to the international standard [ISO 2859-1/1999] through a double 

sampling plan at the acceptable quality limit [AQL] which equals 1.00 and 

according to the special inspection level s-4 

b) Table [2-1m] for taking a medium number of samples which have been 

prepared according to the international standard [ISO 2859-1/1999] and in 

accordance with the general inspection level II, the table indicates a double 

micro sampling plan at the acceptable quality limit [AQL] which equals 1.00 

c)  Table [3-1m] for taking a large number of samples which have been prepared 

according to the international standard [ISO 2859-1/1999] and in accordance 

with the general inspection level II, the table indicates a normal double 

sampling plan at the acceptable quality limit (0.65). 

 

2- Bases of Acceptance and Rejection: 

1-2 If the defective samples number, taken in the first stage, is less than or equal 

to the number of the defected samples for acceptance purposes, the batch shall 

be accepted. 

2-2 If the defective samples number, taken in the first stage, is more than or 

equal to the number of the defected samples for acceptance purposes, the batch 

shall be rejected. 

3-2 If the defective samples number, taken in the first stage, is between the 

number of the defected samples for acceptance purposes and the number of the 

defected samples for rejection purposes, the batch shall be accepted or rejected 

according to the results of this stage. 

4-2 The entire batch shall be rejected if it exceeds the maximum permissible error 

for a single measuring instrument or more than double the maximum permissible 

error. However, the owner, manufacturer or importer of the measuring 

instruments is entitled, with the Authority’s approval, to seek a 100% inspection 

so that the conforming instruments shall be accepted while the nonconforming 

ones shall be rejected. 
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Table [1-1 m]: Table of a small number of samples 

 

Batch size 
  

Stage 
  

Number of samples to 
be examined 
  

Number of defective samples 

Accept the batch Reject the batch 

2 – 150 First 2 0 1 

151 – 500 First 3 0 1 

1200 – 501 First 5 0 1 

1000 – 1201 
First 8 0 2 

second 8 1 2 

35000 – 10001 
First 13 0 2 

Second 13 1 2 

500000=35001 
First 20 0 2 

Second 20 1 2 

Over 500000 
First 32 0 3 

Second 32 3 4 
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Table [2-1 m]: Table of a medium number of samples 

Batch size 
  

Stage 
  

Number of samples to be 
examined 
  

Number of defective samples 

Accept the 
batch 

Reject the 
batch 

Feb-50 First 2 0 1 

51 – 90 First 3 0 1 

150 – 91 First 5 0 1 

151-280 
First 8 0 2 

Second 8 1 2 

281-500 
First 13 0 2 

Second 13 1 2 

501-1200 
First 20 0 2 

Second 20 1 2 

1201-3200 
First 32 0 3 

Second 32 3 4 

3201-10000 
First 50 1 3 

Second 50 4 5 

10001-35000 
First 80 2 4 

Second 80 5 6 

35001-150000 
First 125 3 6 

Second 125 7 8 

150001-50000 
First 200 4 7 

Second 200 10 11 

Over 50000 
First 315 5 9 

Second 315 12 13 
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Table [3-1 m]: Table of a large number of samples 

Batch size 
  

Stage 
  

Number of samples to be 
examined 

Number of defective samples  

Accept the 
batch 

Reject the 
batch 

8-Feb First 2 0 1 

15-Sep 
First 2 0 1 

second 2 0 1 

16-25 
First 3 0 1 

Second 3 0 1 

50-26 
First 5 0 1 

Second 5 0 1 

51-90 
First 8 0 1 

Second 8 0 1 

91-150 
First 13 0 1 

Second 13 0 1 

151-280 
First 20 0 1 

Second 20 0 1 

281-500 
First 32 0 2 

Second 32 1 2 

501-1200 
First 50 0 2 

Second 50 0 2 

1201-3200 
First 80 3 3 

Second 80 1 4 

3201-10000 
First 125 4 3 

Second 125 2 5 

35000-10001 
First 200 6 5 

Second 200 3 7 

35001-150000 
First 315 9 6 

Second 315 5 10 

150001-500000 
First 500 5 9 

Second 500 12 13 

Over 500000 
First 800 7 11 

Second 800 18 19 

       

         

  


